Global classics of sinology from Taiwan

**Chinese Republic History Databases**

*Exclusive data from Top 3 Research Organizations in Taiwan*

（中研院近史所，中國國家黨史會，傳記文學）

**Biography Literature Magazine  [Exclusive!](#)**

- 傳記文學 (全文資料庫) (1962-2015)
  - From the first issue to date, full images/full text.
  - Regarded as the same academic rank as heavyweight, national research institutions of modern history.
  - The paragon of unofficial library of historical data.
  - Excellent, unique supplement of authoritative history.
  - Essential historic-material database on Chinese Republic history.
  - Political/military leaders, chiefs of secret society, informan spy, renowned actor/actress, common people.

**Modern China Database  [Exclusive!](#)**

- 近代中國 (1977.9-2005.12)
  - Founded by Archive Council of Chinese Kuomintang.
  - Exposes first-hand historic materials of Kuomintang authority.
  - Combines exclusive archives and history research.
  - Contains plenty of Republic history, revolutionary documents of China.
  - Excellent oral history of main actors/relatives on Chinese Republic history.
  - Multi-viewpoint, international journal whose authors come from China, Korea, Japan as well as Taiwan.

**Bulletin of the Institute of Modern History, SINICA**

  - Situated in a key position in China studies globally.
  - Focus on how modern China was affected, transited and changed in politics, military affairs, diplomacy, economy, society, culture and thoughts after China connected the West countries.
  - Especially focus on the forming procedure of “Modernity”.

---

**Newsletter for Modern Chinese History, SINICA**

  - Exclusive content: Guo Tingyi’s posthumous manuscripts (郭廷以先生遺稿輯存)
  - Including international academic conference, scholar’s profile, introduction of historical data, research review, new book review, old learning vs. new thought, research discussion, dissertation list, chronicle, etc.
  - 100% completeness, 36 issues in 1986-2003, the most important, widespread newsletter of its kind then.

**Oral History Journal, SINICA**

  - Hundreds of people’s interview: grand old men in Taiwan, eminent leaders of various professions, witnesses of significant historical events.
  - Preserves precious historical testimony during greatly changing times.
  - Outstanding special issues/reports: 228 Events, Beautiful Island Events, Taiwanese’s China experience record during Japanese occupation period, local military/political networks during early Republic of China period, etc.

**Research on Women in Modern Chinese History, SINICA**

- 近代中國婦女史研究 (1993-2014)
  - Urging historians to abandon traditional ideology and stereotype impression, correcting man-centered thinking, so to analyze women’s issues historically.
  - Key issues: pursuit of women’s rights, women and family/ gender/ labor/ education/ wars/nation, etc.
  - Reviewing the historical truth of Chinese women’s activities via new viewpoints, and finding new feasible approaches to really liberate women.

**Ninety Age**

  - A weighty criticism/independent public opinions forum recording the changes & critical situations of Chinese world during 1970-2000
  - The sole magazine wishes to report, comment honestly and in details of all the events of opposition party and political lawsuits in Chinese world.
  - Intellectuals’ articles not published in general magazines would be contributed to it.

---
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